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Abstract

This paper discusses the relationships that first-year students have with learning and with technology. Due to the lack of previous work linking e-learning with student retention, differences between ‘withdrawers’ and ‘persisters’ were explored. Data were collected using interviews and questionnaires and analysed using thematic analysis. Evidence of a deficit approach to e-learning appears to manifest itself in both groups and technologies that promote social interaction were primarily reserved for personal use rather than within an institutional context. Recommendations from this research include the need to learn how technologies promoting social interaction are used and incorporate lessons learnt into the design of e-learning experiences.

Introduction

The ‘Managing Connections: using e-learning tracking information to improve retention rates in higher education’ project funded by the Higher Education Academy aims to explore how e-learning tools, specifically tracking data, can be used to inform institutions of trends and data concerning students’ usage of e-learning materials during their university careers. This paper draws upon qualitative research that was carried out as a part of this project to investigate how students view themselves as learners and as e-learners. Situated within the theoretical domains of e-learning and students’ retention, this work aims to explore the views about learning with technology that are held by students who chose to withdraw from higher education and to compare and contrast them with the views held by those that persist. The intentions of this work are to inform e-learning and to support practices to enhance the student experiences.

Context

Acknowledging the current relevance of technology in learning, numerous studies have recently been conducted involving e-learning amongst HE students. The literature has mainly focused on the definition of e-learning and its relation to concepts such as blended and online learning (Garrison and Kanuka, 2004; Jones et al., 2007; Oliver and Trigwell, 2005); the students’ practices, understanding and use of technology in relation to e-learning; and the institutional and organisational implications of the use of technology in learning (de Freitas and Oliver, 2005; Salmon, 2005; Bourlova and Bullen, 2005). For the purposes of this study the researchers adopted the HEFCE’s (2005, p. 5) definition of e-learning as ‘any learning that uses ICT’.

The use of virtual learning environments has been increasingly incorporated into UK universities, with post-92 HE institutions appearing to have the largest use by both students and staff (Browne et al., 2006). Conole et al., (2007, p. 511) recommended that ‘students are immersed in a rich, technology-enhanced learning environment and that they select all appropriate technologies to their own personal learning needs’. However, as Sharpe and Benfield (2005, p. 2) have pointed out in their review of literature on the student experience of e-learning in HE, ‘collecting student experiences frequently produce[s] complex and contradictory findings’. Deepwell and Malik (2008) found that participants acknowledged the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) as the first reference point for e-learning and that it was in general
enjoyed by the students. In contrast, Conole et al., (2006, p. 156) reported that ‘students showed a marked lack of enthusiasm for VLEs’. However, all of the above studies agree with regard to the variety of activities for which students engage with ICT, these being, among others, retrieving information for various purposes (lecture notes, presentations, readings) and communicating with lecturers, friends and fellow students, as well as revision and self-assessment.

Several studies have been conducted that have as their main objective to map the activities that students undertake within institutional VLEs (e.g., Dutton et al., 2004; Beasley and Smyth, 2004; Aspden and Helm, 2004; Concannon et al., 2005). These studies make it possible to discover how students engage with this technology, which is designed specifically to aid their learning. These studies illustrate the views, intentions and commitment of the students in relation to the specific facility of the VLE. One point for further development is the relationship that the use of VLEs might have with the students’ engagement with other technologies, for a more holistic approach.

The relationship between e-learning and retention has been explored by analysing the persistence of students within online, open and distance courses (e.g., Simpson, 2004, 2006). However, the use of ICT in the learning experience of on-campus students and its relation to student retention has not been widely researched.

Much emphasis has been placed in recent years on student retention and progression, with numerous government reports and White Papers encouraging the sector to explore and address issues of non-completion (DFES, 2003; NCIHE, 1997). Interest in this area has resulted in a proliferation of research papers frequently citing course choice, expectations, academic preparedness, academic-related concerns, administrative and/or organisational concerns, social and/or personal factors and dissatisfaction with the student experience at the institution as reasons for early student withdrawal (Harvey et al., 2006; Yorke, 1999). This has led to many UK universities undergoing organisational changes around student retention policies which, according to Waggoner and Goldman (2005, p. 86), have been undertaken under the premise of creating a ‘caring and student-friendly’ campus environment.

Methodology

Research questions

This study explores the relationships that first-year students have with learning and with technology. Central to the research is the acknowledgement of the students’ accounts in their own right, recognising the value and importance of their experience as learners. The aim of this study is twofold. First, it seeks to retrieve and characterise students’ views on learning and on the use of technology. Second, the research seeks to compare the views offered by students who withdrew with those of students who persisted. The following questions guided the research:

a) What are the characteristics of the students’ responses when they are requested to give accounts of their engagement with learning and with technology?
b) Did students’ views on technology differ between their personal lives and their learning lives? If so, in what ways were they different?

c) Did the views on learning with technology differ between withdrawn students and persisting students? If so, how did they differ?

Research design

The research was designed as an exploratory study due to the lack of previous work linking e-learning with student retention and persistence. Following the research questions previously stated, any differences between students who withdrew and students who persisted were explored by a two case study research design; that is, through comparisons between two groups: ‘withdrawers’ and ‘persisters’.

Size and nature of the sample

Acknowledging that withdrawal is the result of a complex process concerning the interaction between individuals and the educational institution (Tinto, 1993), the research focused on students from a single UK post -92 higher education institution. The institution contains a diverse student body with the majority from non-white backgrounds, and high numbers of international students (15.9% of a total student population of more than 25,000).

A total of 42 withdrawn students participated in this research. The data pool was identified from retention data from the first ten weeks of the academic year 2007-8 and included only students who informed the university during this time of their intent to withdraw or interrupt their studies. This is consistent with the literature that states that students tend to withdraw from their courses within the first six to eight weeks (Parmar and Trotter, 2004). The withdrawn students sample comprised 46% of all first-year, undergraduate students who withdrew or interrupted during this period. The second group of participants consisted of 130 persisting students. These students commenced their studies in the same academic year as the withdrawn sample.

Instruments

It has been reported that there is a scarcity of studies of the learner experience in which the learners’ own expressions and understandings are central (Sharpe et al., 2005). Acknowledging this, data were gathered through two methods. First, telephone interviews were used to elicit how withdrawn students engage with technology across different aspects of their lives and, in particular, in relation to learning. Second, the exact same questions were asked of students who persisted through the use of questionnaire.
The questions in both the interviews and questionnaires focused on personal experience, perceptions of learning and the use of technology.

These fell into four categories:

1. Previous personal experiences of learning
2. Perceptions of learning
3. Use of technology in their personal lives
4. Use of technology for learning

Procedures

Data collection took place between January and April 2008. As the participants who had withdrawn from or interrupted their studies were no longer physically on campus, interviews were carried out by telephone, recorded (with consent) and transcribed verbatim. Consistent with good practice (Frey and Oishi, 1995) it was decided that a maximum of five attempts would be made to contact each withdrawn student. The telephone was allowed to ring a minimum of five times before ending each attempt.

Frey and Oishi (1995) state high refusal rates are not uncommon for telephone interviews and response rates were expected to be 10% below those that would be expected if they were conducted face to face (Thomas and Purdon, 1994). However, in this research 46% of all students who had withdrawn from or interrupted their studies were interviewed, resulting in a rich data set. A total of 42 successful interviews resulted from 427 attempts (205 to landline, 222 to mobile telephones).

Both persisting and withdrawn students were from the same academic cohort.

Data collected from persisting students was via a questionnaire administered by their module leaders and responses were collected anonymously. This resulted in 130 questionnaires being returned forming the data set for ‘persisters’.

Data Analysis

Data gathered from both research methods was combined and analysed using thematic analysis: a systematic process for organising and describing the data in detail (Braun and Clarke, 2006). The main reason for selecting this technique was its flexibility as it allowed the development of a coding frame that fit the explorative approach of this study. A combination of literature resources (Boyatzis, 1998; Attride-Stirling, 2001; Braun and Clarke, 2006) was used as a guide to develop the coding frame. The construction of the coding frame was ‘data driven’ (Boyatzis, 1998): it sought codes that followed a pattern and each pattern was encompassed in a category. Categories that were interrelated were then labelled in global
themes. The coding frame was organised and each global theme, category and code was summarised and defined. Finally, representative quotes were added to the coding frame.

The generation of the codes was undertaken individually by three researchers and the *inter-reliability* of the coding was assessed. The final coding frame comprised categories agreed upon by the three researchers. After specifying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the three researchers coded the data accordingly, verifying consistency across the cases.

The researchers were aware of the potential pitfalls of combining and comparing data collected in different ways. Of particular concern was the influence of the methods used in the reliability and accuracy of the information obtained. Therefore actions were taken to mitigate this risk. For example, in the interviews the researcher was able to probe the withdrawn students, which is not possible when administering questionnaires. Instead, the probes used in the interviews were also included as part of the questionnaire design. However, the combining and comparing of data in this way is acknowledged here as a limitation of the research.

Findings

Students who withdrew

Withdrawn students were asked to recall, describe and evaluate a recent learning experience that took place in a formal educational setting (school, college, etc.). In the process of recalling an experience, details are naturally added, descriptions are developed and refinements are made (Moustakas, 1994). However, their descriptions were limited and participants needed a significant amount of prompting by the interviewer. Most of the withdrawn students reverted to discussing the physical setting and the environment rather than describing the way in which they learnt. These material elements had not undergone what Husserl terms ‘formal shapings’ and ‘gifts of meaning’ which occur in reflective processes aimed at guiding personal understanding of experiences (1931, cited in Moustakas, 1994, p. 72). Any experiences recalled and comments offered by each participant under this set of questions made up the ‘experiential model’ of learning of that participant.

Participants were also asked to describe what they perceived was the way in which they learnt most effectively. Responses and comments offered by each participant under this set of questions made up the ‘perceptual model’ of effective learning of that participant. The way in which withdrawn students felt they learnt most effectively, more often than not, was perceived as an activity that involves being open to information that is gathered from different sources and then contained and held as in a repository. In this method, what the researchers have termed ‘reservoir learning’, there is a lack of explanation as to how to access the information stored and learning is merely an act of accumulation. Participants often expressed the need to have the ability to ‘receive’ learning, although tutors were rarely mentioned as needing to be good at ‘filling’ them with knowledge. They were experiencing no sense of ‘self’ in their learning but instead were setting themselves up as empty vessels waiting to be filled. The following quotations extracted from the interviews provide examples of how this transmission model of learning works:
‘You take things in’ (withdrawn student 21).

‘I think you have to have a very, erm, re-collective memory. You have to be able to erm, memorise things’ (withdrawn student 62).

‘… I normally listen to it and … I won’t say memorise, but picture, you know, the information that I’m getting. So conserve all the information … ’ (withdrawn student 66).

Although limited in their descriptions, when asked about their personal experience, withdrawn students tended to describe learning situations from formal schooling where they were active participants, as well as experiences which were of a more social constructivist nature (i.e., engaging with others and learning through doing). However, when they were asked about how they perceived they learnt most effectively they often defaulted to describing the ‘reservoir’ approach, thus highlighting a gap between their model of learning derived from previous experience (experiential model) and their perceived model of effective learning (perceptual model). Furthermore, for some, the reservoir model was an expectation which confirms Kolb and Kolb’s (2005) view that students enter higher education conditioned to be passive recipients of what they are taught:

‘That’s how you learn at university’ (withdrawn student 10).

These participants made a clear distinction between passively learning from (being taught, watching demonstrations, etc.), learning through (by sitting next to or in the vicinity of intelligent peers) and actively learning with others (discussions, group work, etc.). Occasionally they perceived their peers as obstacles. In these cases, far from perceiving learning as a collaborative activity, independent study was favoured, as exemplified by the following statements:

‘… especially in lessons where you’re taught in a group … interrupting … causes a problem’ (withdrawn student 27).

‘… working independently so I know what I’m doing and so I don’t get distracted with other people’s points of view’ (withdrawn student 92).

During the interview, although none of the questions asked directly about the topics of their research, participants constantly referred to this as one of the elements needed in order to learn. However, research was consistently expressed as the ‘search’ and collection of information, without acknowledging any further attempt to evaluate, analyse or assimilate this information. Furthermore, they illustrated how they used technology to (re)search. The statements below exemplify this:

‘… obviously a computer can display research information that is effective to your learning’ (withdrawn student 78).

‘… search engines, if I’m looking up a topic to get information’ (withdrawn student 19).

For withdrawn students, experiences in relation to learning through the use of technology were expressed in two main ways. The first way views e-learning as remedial. In this deficit model, e-learning is seen as a solution to a problem, especially when it involves correcting or improving the student’s performance:

‘I guess like the easiest way out really … because if you haven’t got books and stuff, I suppose the Internet has … yes, it really is the best tool’ (withdrawn student 92).

‘… it’s a shortcut to learning … and it also gives me time to do other things’ (withdrawn student 61).

The second way in which withdrawn students engage with e-learning is to assign certain attributes to technology. Thus, instead of relating themselves as social agents who engage with technology in order to learn, students see technology as
a medium with features that serve as aids. In their responses they attributed to the technology characteristics and abilities which did things or made them do things in a particular way:

‘... it makes you produce a good work, neat work, nice, clear and precise’ (withdrawn student 87).
‘The Internet opens you up ... you have this infinite amount of information’ (withdrawn student 19).
‘It opens your mind up ... the Internet can help you in all ways for studying’ (withdrawn student 43).
‘It cuts the time in half’ (withdrawn student 61).

The evidence of a deficit approach to e-learning appears to manifest itself in both tutor actions and student views of how technology can be used in learning. Specifically, the way in which the use of technology within particular learning situations is introduced and integrated into face-to-face practice influences the way it is perceived and used by the students.

↑

**Tutor actions:**

‘Um, we were told to use it by our tutors … just to check up on any extra information...’ (withdrawn student 84).
‘[The lecturer] just said go onto that and you’ll see, if you miss your lectures or something, go onto that and that … I’ll have all my lectures there’ (withdrawn student 46).

↑

**Student views:**

‘I'm sure [the VLE] is there for students that actually need help with their work, and I didn't really need it at the specific moment …’ (withdrawn student 78).
‘Um, just sort of looking up things that I don't understand, or finding additional information on things’ (withdrawn student 19).

↑

**Students who persisted**

The results of the analysis of the interviews with the withdrawers have been compared with the findings from questionnaires completed by students who persisted with their studies. The findings show that, in contrast with students who withdrew, students who remained showed awareness of how they learn as individuals highlighting an awareness of ‘self’ as a learner. This was revealed by their ability to identify their learning styles, which in turn allowed them to maximise their strategies in order to learn. Also, persistent students expressed a richer description of how they learn, which included a range of methods (videos, blogs, PowerPoint slides, practice, lectures, discussions, etc.). Furthermore, most participants from this group perceived that they learnt most effectively through active participation with their peers and in collaboration with their tutors.

These students’ perceptions of how they learnt most effectively were closer in nature to the previous learning experiences they chose to describe. Their experiential and perceptual models of effective learning were very similar, which was not the
case in the group of students who withdrew from the university. However, as the questionnaires were distributed towards
the end of the academic year, it is likely that the participants had greater academic engagement which may have
contributed to their more sophisticated description of learning models and the deeper sense of ‘self’ in the learning
process.

However, when responding to questions about learning through the use of technology and research as an element of
learning, persistent students held similar views to those held by withdrawn students. Persistent students were as naive in
the way they used technology and viewed research as those who withdrew:

‘Getting relevant information from various sources’ (persistent student 39). ‘The benefits of using technology in learning
are in searching and researching’ (persistent student 41). ‘Technology enables me to obtain more information to be able to
do my essays’ (persistent student 61). ‘Technology provides an easier way to acquire knowledge. Easy access to
information’ (persistent student 79).

‘It’s a quick way to learn’ (persistent student 1).
‘Quicker and easier’ (persistent student 20).

Finally, both sets of participants confused IT competence with the ability to learn through the use of technology. IT skills
were seen as necessary and sufficient to facilitate e-learning, but e-learning was viewed as separate to learning.

Discussion

Literature states that students may benefit from understanding how they learn most effectively by reflecting on their
previous learning experiences, understanding learning styles and developing meta-cognitive learning skills (Keeton et al.,
2002; Kolb and Kolb, 2005). The existence of a better match between experiential and perceptual models of effective
learning in the group of participants who persisted with their studies supports this view. The development of meta-
cognitive learning skills is a personal developmental process and will occur at a different pace for each student. Gaining a
personal understanding within the early weeks of the academic year of how one learns would be beneficial and can be
further enhanced by promoting an understanding of the links between research and teaching, and therefore with learning.

With regard to the use of technology within their learning, and consistent with recent research (Creanor et al.,
2006), the authors found that students neither had a great understanding nor were entirely convinced of the potential benefits of
using technology in their learning. A deficit model approach to student support was evident in students’ perceptions of e-
learning. This traditional deficit approach, borrowed from the health sector, conceptualises problems within the individual
that need to be treated in order to restore their health and wellbeing. Both students who withdrew and those who persisted
held views about learning through the use of technology based on this interventionist paradigm. This was reinforced by the
tutors’ actions and the lack of integration of the technology into face-to-face practise, both of which were highlighted in
student responses. Institutional scepticism with regard to e-learning is also highlighted by the QAA (2008) in their analysis
of institutional audit reports. Their report states that several institutions were looking to keep a check on the balance
between ‘orthodox’ learning and teaching practices and e-learning. Thus, the uncertainty surrounding the potential benefits
of e-learning appears to be spread across a number of stakeholders, from students to tutors to institutional management teams. Therefore, any action would need to be multi-dimensional and would require buy-in at many levels.

Behaviours displayed in one environment cannot always be transferred directly to a different information environment (Franklin and van Harmelen, 2007). It is unclear whether this was due to inability or unwillingness to transfer existing skills into learning situations, although there was a distinct difference in the type of technology used in the two aspects of their lives. When asked what technology students used in their personal lives on a day-to-day basis, responses more often than not included synchronous technologies which permitted immediate access to family and friends. However, when asked what technologies they used in their learning, the responses focused on asynchronous use of the Internet and the use of computers as production tools (word processing, imaging, etc.). It appears that technologies which promote social interaction were primarily reserved for use on a personal level rather than within an institutional context. This is consistent with Franklin and van Harmelen’s (2007) findings, which suggest that student motivation for using social technologies appears to be linked to their perception of fun and consumption, two concepts not necessarily associated with learning in higher education.

Peer learning is reported to positively affect the achievement of outcomes for the participating learners irrespective of theoretical orientation and the mechanisms by which such outcomes are achieved (O’Donnell and O’Kelly, 1994; Raman and Ryan, 2004). Similarly, information processing theory claims that performing tasks in the presence of peers promotes greater engagement with the task at hand and can result in deeper processing (Cohen and Lotan, 1995). However, students who fail to actively participate in face-to-face or online classes may still achieve the intended learning outcomes and can do well academically despite their apparent lack of interaction (Beaudoin, 2002).

In this research, students made a clear distinction between passively learning from, learning through and actively learning with/without others. Far from perceiving learning within a social constructivist framework, in which the learner is an active participant and emphasis is placed on social participation, independent study was favoured by many participants. Online, lack of participation is known as ‘lurking’. Students log on and observe but do not contribute to online forums and therefore are almost invisible to the online tutor. However, as students’ perceptions and the learning strategies they employ in face-to-face learning situations have been validated as applicable to their experience in online environments (Dewart and Whittington, 2000) it is important to acknowledge lurking as both a personal preference and a legitimate method for learning.

Although both groups of participants portrayed differences in their understanding of how they learn, it is interesting to note that they both had similarly naive views with regard to learning through the use of technology. Contrary to Conole (2008) in the recent LXP study, the researchers found that technology did not appear to be integral to the student learning experience for anything other than ease of access to resources. Although almost all the participants – both withdrawn students and those who persisted – were technically aware and used technology as part of their day-to-day life without much thought, few actually used the technology in their learning to engage in collaborative learning tasks. Although technology appeared to be an integral part of the students’ lives, it did not seem to be an integral part of their learning lives.

↑
Recommendations

For institutions

- Make explicit in learning, teaching and assessment strategies and in e-learning policies the benefits of using technology with the curriculum.
- Staff development should focus not only on how to use the technology, but also on how to use it appropriately to enhance the student learning experience.
- Student support for e-learning should focus on how to learn with technology and on transferring existing skills into the learning situation, not just on how to use the technology.
- Embrace technologies that students bring with them rather than exclude them. For example, mobile phones could be used for in-class voting rather than requiring students to switch them off.

For academic staff

- Facilitate the development of meta-cognitive learning skills at the beginning of or prior to the start of the academic year, through workshops.
- Clearly articulate to your students the reasons why you have chosen to use learning technologies in your module or programme.
- Not all students like working collaboratively. Carefully consider the balance of group work when designing your learning materials.
- Consider how your teaching acknowledges lurking as a valid way of learning.

For learning technologists

- Learn how technologies that promote social interaction are used and incorporate lessons learnt into the design of e-learning experiences.
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